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a b s t r a c t

There is a growing need to explore path dependence of aging processes in batteries developed for long-
term usage, such as lithium-ion cells used in hybrid electric vehicle (HEV) or plug-in hybrid vehicle
(PHEV) applications that may then be “retired” to be utilized in grid applications. To better understand
the foremost influences on path dependence in the PHEV context, this work aims to bridge the gap
between ideal laboratory test conditions and PHEV field conditions by isolating the predominant aging
factors in PHEV service, which would include, for example, the nature and frequency of duty cycles, as
well as the frequency and severity of thermal cycles. These factors are studied in controlled and repeatable
laboratory conditions to facilitate mechanistic evaluation of aging processes. This work is a collaboration
between Idaho National Laboratory (INL) and the Hawaii Natural Energy Institute (HNEI). Commercial
HEV
hermal cycling

lithium-ion cells of the Sanyo Y type (18650 configuration) are used in this work covering two initial
independent studies of path dependence issues. The first study considers how the magnitude of power
pulses and charging rates affect the aging rate, while the second seeks to answer whether thermal cycling
has an accelerating effect on cell aging. While this work is in early stages of testing, initial data trends show
that cell aging is indeed accelerated under conditions of high discharge pulse power, higher charge rates,
and thermal cycling. Such information is useful in developing accurate predictive models for estimating

end-of-life conditions.

. Introduction

Path dependence is emerging as a premier issue of how elec-
rochemical cells age in conditions that are diverse and variable
n the time domain. For example, a laptop battery might be used
poradically, or lithium-ion cells in a vehicle configuration will
xperience a variable combination of usage and rest periods over
range of temperature and state of charge (SOC). This is compli-

ated by the fact that some aging can actually become worse (or
etter) when a lithium-ion cell is idle for extended periods under
alendar-life (calL) aging, as opposed to cycle-life (cycL) condi-
ions where the cell is used within a predictable schedule. The
urpose of this study is to bridge the gap between highly ide-
lized and controlled laboratory test conditions and actual field

onditions regarding PHEV applications, so that field-type aging
echanisms can be mimicked and quantified in a repeatable labo-

atory setting. The main parameters here involve the magnitude of
ower pulses, frequency of duty cycles, as well as the frequency and
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severity of thermal cycles, looking at isothermal, mild, and severe
scenarios.

Although there is little published literature that covers compre-
hensive aging and path dependence work, there are articles that
address key issues, either singly or in some combination [1–10] (as
a short list). This work advances this body of literature by having a
comprehensive and consistent basis for testing and analysis, given
the context of a PHEV application.

To date, little is known about lithium-ion aging effects caused
by thermal cycling superimposed onto electrochemical cycling, and
related path dependence. This scenario is representative of what
lithium-ion batteries will experience in vehicle service, where upon
the typical start of a HEV/PHEV, the batteries will be cool or cold,
will gradually warm up to normal temperature and operate there
for a time, then will cool down after the vehicle is turned off. Such
thermal cycling will occur thousands of times during the projected
life of a HEV/PHEV battery pack. We propose to quantify the effects

of thermal cycling on lithium-ion batteries using a representative
chemistry that is commercially available (Sanyo Y).

Electrochemical cycling is based on PHEV-relevant cycle-life
protocols that are a combination of charge-depleting (CD) and
charge-sustaining (CS) modes discussed in the Battery Test Manual

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2010.05.058
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03787753
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jpowsour
mailto:kevin.gering@inl.gov
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2010.05.058
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Table 1
Sanyo Y cell ratings and specifications (as received).

Vmax = 4.2 V (100% SOC)
Vmin = 2.7 V (0% SOC)
90% SOC = 4.07 V
70% SOC = 3.94 V
35% SOC = 3.65 V
Electrode area: 800 cm2 (estimated)
C1/2 discharge capacity: 1.9 Ah
C1/1 discharge capacity: 1.86 Ah
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are used for this task, allowing three cells per scenario. All testing
Maximum recommended continuous discharge current: 5.7 A
Maximum operating temperature during discharge: 60 ◦C

or Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicles [11]. A realistic duty cycle will
nvolve both CD and CS modes, the proportion of each defined by
he severity of the power demands. There are innumerable ways to
efine and configure such PHEV-type cycling profiles. However, we
an at least provide some boundaries to narrow our field of oper-
ting conditions. We assume that the cells will start each cycling
ay at 90% SOC, and that they will not be allowed to go below 35%
OC, with operation around 70% SOC being a nominal condition.
he 35, 70, and 90% SOC conditions are also being used to define
ritical aspects of the related reference performance test (RPT) for
his investigation. There are three primary components to the RPT,
ll assessed at room temperature: (A) static and residual capacity
SRC) over a matrix of current, (B) kinetics and pulse performance
esting (PPT) over current for SOCs of interest, and (C) EIS for SOCs of
nterest. The RPT is performed on all cells every 28-day test interval,
s well as a pulse-per-day to provide a quick diagnostic snapshot.
here feasible, we utilize various elements of Diagnostic Testing to

haracterize performance of the cells and to gain mechanistic-level
nowledge regarding both performance features and limitations.

Herein we present the rationale behind the experimental design,
arly data, and discuss the fundamental modeling tools used to elu-
idate performance degradation mechanisms. While we recognize
hat the datasets are underdeveloped due to recent commencement
f these tests, we are able to see early-life trends of key perfor-
ance metrics, which have bearing on upfront issues such as ohmic

esistance and the extent of completion of cell formation. The ben-
fit of this work, upon completion, will be the testing approach
sed to explore aging path dependence, and to provide more real-

stic and accurate life predictions by accounting for the influence
f thermal cycling effects and related path dependence on aging
echanisms.

. Materials and methods

.1. Test cells

The secondary lithium-ion cells used in this study are Sanyo Y
ells of the 18650 configuration that have a nominal capacity rating
f 1.9 Ah, and consist of a {LiMn2O4 + LiMn1/3Ni1/3Co1/3O2} cath-
de of proprietary mixture and a graphite anode. A summary of
alient properties is given in Table 1, and a photograph of a portion
f these cells in their test fixtures is given in Fig. 1. The capacity
nd current specifications in Table 1 are provided by the manufac-
urer, and are presumably at room temperature, 25–30 ◦C. These
ells are high quality, showing good stability and low cell-to-cell
ariability in early testing. Thorough characterization was achieved
or these cells at beginning-of-life (BOL) through diagnostic test-
ng that covered several issues of cell performance over regimes of

emperature, current, cycling mode (charge vs. discharge), and SOC.
here are 42 cells under test for the two path dependence studies
iscussed herein, which are part of a larger group of over 100 cells
ollectively being studied between INL and HNEI.
Fig. 1. Photograph of selected 18650 Sanyo Y cells on test at the INL, as placed within
an environmental chamber.

2.2. Test equipment

Cell testing is facilitated through Maccor series 4000 testers
with multi-range test channels. The multi-range capability enables
good data resolution for a wide range of current. Cells are housed
in temperature-controlled environmental chambers for the entire
duration of their cycling and characterization. There is an added
challenge to provide chambers that operate independently from
each other and that undergo the prescribed thermal cycling (tem-
perature ramping) in concert with their duty cycling, as described
below. EIS measurements are performed over a frequency range of
100 kHz to 10 mHz with Solartron equipment, potentiostat 1287 A
and frequency response analyzer 1260.

2.3. Test methods

This work covers two studies concerned with path depen-
dence (PD) of cell aging. The first study (initiated September 2009)
entails constant-power pulses of various magnitudes, using a time-
average cumulative discharge energy that is equal for all scenarios.
This study seeks to answer the fundamental question: Is there an
aging path dependence due to severity and randomness of power
pulses?

The second study (initiated December 2009) considers a combi-
nation of cell cycling (PHEV protocol, CD + CS) and thermal cycling.
This study is aimed at answering the question: Is there an aging path
dependence due to cells operating under ambient temperature ramp-
ing? Such thermal cycling will occur thousands of times during the
projected life of a HEV/PHEV battery pack.

2.3.1. Path dependence Study 1
The purpose of this study is to investigate the influence of aging

effects tied to relative magnitude and randomness of constant-
power pulses, as well as look at aspects of charge depletion and
substituting constant-current charge pulses in one scenario. The
information gained from this work will allow an assessment of path
dependence of cell performance degradation, as related to the main
parameters. The breadth of this study is encompassed by Scenarios
1–5 given in Fig. 2, which are self-explanatory. The scenarios range
from uniform, regularly spaced constant-power pulses to pseudo-
random pulses of different magnitudes. A total of fifteen (15) cells
is performed at 30 ◦C.
As is seen in Scenarios 1–5, cells are operating at or below the

maximum power, Pmax, which in this case is constrained by the
maximum amperage of the available test channels (5 A). For Sanyo
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Fig. 2. Cycling profiles for the five scenarios comprising PD Study 1

cells operating between 70 and 90% SOC, 4 W cell−1 is a reasonable
ower at 5 A, which allows for a margin due to aging. Although this

s a somewhat mild power level, it will allow for a finer determina-
ion of aging trends over time and so is more likely to give critical

echanistic information about performance degradation rates.
Using Pmax as the basis, the various profiles for Scenarios 1–5

ere derived, where an important criterion is that the average
umulative discharge energy must be equal for all scenarios to
nsure that basis is consistent throughout the study. Rest times
ere chosen to reflect the consistent basis of energy-per-time for
ischarge pulses. For example, if the pulses shown in Scenario 1
re 2-s each, then 8-s rest steps will give an overall profile duration
f 60 s as shown. Using this discharge energy per minute basis, the
ther profiles were designed, knowing that their net repeatable
rofile would likely vary from the 1 min duration of the baseline
cenario 1.

An important aspect about PD Study 1 is that the charging
ethod is also variable, ranging from constant-power, pseudo-

andom, to constant-current. Lithium-ion cells can be particularly
ensitive to charging protocol, and aging mechanisms can become
ore pronounced under unfavorable charging conditions. The

nformation gained herein can help guide the design of charging
rocedures implemented in HEV and PHEV applications.

.3.2. Path dependence Study 2
To date, little is known about lithium-ion aging effects caused

y thermal cycling superimposed onto electrochemical cycling,
nd related path dependence. This scenario is representative of

hat lithium-ion batteries will experience in vehicle service, where
pon the typical start of a HEV/PHEV, the batteries will be cool
r cold, will gradually warm up to normal temperature and oper-
te there for a time, then will cool down after the vehicle is
urned off. Such thermal cycling will occur thousands of times
ime-average cumulative discharge energy is equal for all scenarios.

during the projected life of a HEV/PHEV battery pack. In prac-
tice, some thermal management will be had in keeping batteries
from becoming too hot. However, there appears to be little focus
on keeping batteries from residing at colder temperatures at the
beginning of their duty cycle. Our work will quantify the effects
of thermal cycling on lithium-ion batteries using a representative
chemistry that is commercially available. Electrochemical cycling
is based on PHEV-relevant cycle-life protocols, and the resultant
data will be extremely valuable toward developing models that
correlate cell aging with thermal cycling conditions. The imme-
diate benefit will be to provide more realistic and accurate life
predictions by accounting for the influence of thermal cycling
effects and related path dependence on aging mechanisms. Since
an effective thermal cycle will be somewhat dependent on global
location, testing parameters can be chosen to target a specific
region of interest (e.g., New York City, Los Angeles, Vancouver,
London, and Berlin). Table 2 gives the matrix of conditions inves-
tigated at the INL, where the shown times are adjustable to suit
a particular duty cycle. In this table, temperature range refers to
ambient temperature surrounding the cells while in their environ-
mental chamber. Tmax is consistent throughout to avoid biasing the
matrix with conditions of higher T that would cause undue accel-
erated aging. A total of twenty-seven (27) cells are employed in PD
Study 2.

There are nine conditions representing PHEV cycle-life testing,
and one calendar-life condition.

The main parameters are (1) the magnitude and frequency
of the thermal cycling, looking at isothermal, mild, and severe

scenarios, and (2) frequency of duty cycle. Fig. 3 summarizes the
thermal profiles per each complete thermal cycle. This study is
valuable in transitioning between idealized lab data and actual
PHEV field data. Added value is gotten through INL/HNEI synergy.
HNEI brings expertise in Diagnostic Analysis of data, and has
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Table 2
Thermal cycling matrix for PD Study 2.

Test condition Test type Number of
cells

T range Time from
Tmin to Tmax

Time
at Tmax

Time from
Tmax to Tmin

Thermal cyc.
frequency

1 Isothermal 2 0 ◦C NA NA NA NA
2 Isothermal 2 20 NA NA NA NA
3 Isothermal 2 40 NA NA NA NA
4 Mild thermal cycling 3 10 to 40 30 mina 1 h 2 hb Twice daily
5 Mild thermal cycling 3 10 to 40 30 mina 1 h 2 hb Continuous
6 Mild thermal cycling 3 10 to 40 15 mina 1 h 1 hb Continuous
7 Severe thermal cycling 3 −20 to 40 30 mina 1 h 2 hb Twice daily
8 Severe thermal cycling 3 −20 to 40 30 mina 1 h 2 hb Continuous
9 Severe thermal cycling 3 −20 to 40 15 mina 1 h 1 hb Continuous
10 Severe thermal cycling; OCVc 3 −20 to 40 30 mina 1 h 2 hb Continuous

Total cells 27

“Continuous” thermal cycling frequency refers to the scenario whereby a PHEV undergoes repeated commutes throughout a day that each have a thermal cycling period (per
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bove), covering up to 16 h day−1 and within a maximum permissible number of 1-
Linear temperature ramping is assumed.
Linear temperature ramping is assumed; conditions are under no electrochemical
A baseline condition where cells at OCV undergo thermal cycles but no duty cycles

emonstrated such on Sanyo Y cells (incremental capacity analysis
nd residual capacity).

.3.2.1. Duty cycle for path dependence Study 2. The concept of a
uty cycle for PHEV-relevant cycle-life testing is based on the
harge-depleting (CD) and charge-sustaining (CS) modes discussed
n the Battery Test Manual for Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicles [11].

realistic duty cycle will involve both CD and CS modes, the pro-
ortion of each defined by the severity of the power demands. We
tilize the Maximum PHEV profile as defined in this manual. We
o not include a cold-crank (CC) profile at the beginning of each
esting day, since it is unclear if CC pulses will add an aging artifact
nd hence complicate analysis of the cycle-life aging mechanisms.

An overall standard cycle-life profile is defined here as consisting
f one CD profile (360 s each) for every 10 CS profiles (90 s each),
iving an overall profile duration of 1260 s, or 21 min, while three
onsecutive standard profiles will require slightly more than 1 h to
omplete. It is assumed that the CD profile will begin each testing
ay, followed by 10 CS profiles. Herein we define a duty cycle as
hree standard cycle-life profiles in sequence, that is, the net profile
hat represents a 1-h one-way commute. Fig. 4 indicates the CD and
S profiles used for this work (scaled per the size of the cells), while

ig. 5 shows the basic definition of the cycle-life profiles and the
uty cycle.

There are innumerable ways to define and configure PHEV-type
ycling profiles. However, we can at least provide some boundaries

ig. 3. Summary of temperature profiles for the various thermal cycling condi-
ions under PD Study 2. The thermal cycles are synchronized with applicable duty
ycles, requiring some thermal cycles to be repeated continuously, while others are
erformed twice daily as per a round trip scenario (see Table 2).

(

mutes.

g (vehicle off).
ndar-life).

to narrow our field of operating conditions. We chose that the Sanyo
Y cells will start each cycling day at 90% SOC (4.07 V), and that they
will not be allowed to go below 35% SOC (3.65 V), with operation
around 70% SOC (3.94 V) being a nominal condition. The 35, 70, and
90% SOC conditions are also being used to define critical aspects of
the related RPT for this study.

Current is scaled at SOC according to the particular power goals
stipulated under the Maximum PHEV protocol (per figures for CD
and CS specifications), using an assumed battery size factor (BSF)
of 2000. In order to use similar profiles for Sanyo Y cells operating
at a low temperature target, it is sometimes necessary to slightly
increase the BSF. These test conditions are achievable utilizing a
24-channel 25 A channel−1 tester for test conditions 1–9 and three
channels at 5 A channel−1 for test condition 10 (Table 2). Note that
of the 27 cells tested under this PD Study 2, 24 are cycle-life tested
utilizing an identical electrochemical duty cycle, while three are
kept at OCV or calendar-life conditions. Currently, the PHEV manual
[11] does not assume manufacturer’s protocol (MP) is used for cell
charging (if the MP or low-magnitude charge currents are applied to
CD/CS, the primary aging mechanisms will be related to discharge
conditions).

The effect of temperature is another consideration since the cells
will be tested under a variety of temperature conditions per Table 2.
We suspect and probably should plan that the cells will not be able
to meet power goals at the lowest temperature(s), especially as they
become well aged. Since this is a realistic scenario for PHEV cells, it
is acceptable that cells fail the power goals under such conditions.
In fact, we want a mixture of failure/success conditions to promote
the related aging mechanisms. An important issue then is what
temperature range do we want the cells to meet the goals, and will
they still meet the goals as they age. As a start, we have chosen a
reasonable criterion to have the cells just barely meet power goals
at 0–10 ◦C.

2.3.3. Reference performance test (RPT) and pulse-per-day (PPD)
The overarching goal of a given RPT is to query the cells to reveal

pertinent performance data without adding undue aging or requir-
ing excessive RPT completion time. The RPT designed for this work
reflects the pursuit of more mechanistic-level information regard-
ing cell performance and aging. There are three components to the
RPT, all assessed at room temperature:
A) static and residual capacity (SRC) over a matrix of current,
(B) kinetics and pulse performance testing (PPT) over current for

SOCs of interest,
(C) EIS for SOCs of interest (90, 70, and 35%).
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ig. 4. Charge-depleting (CD) and charge-sustaining (CS) cycle-life profiles as defin
ower capabilities of the 18650 cells using a BSF of 2000.

The RPT is performed on cells every 28-day test interval. A
pulse-per-day” is also performed to provide a quick diagnostic
napshot (20-s discharge and charge pulses at 90% SOC, 30 ◦C).

This RPT concept is a combination of INL and HNEI interests,
ontaining components that can serve more than one purpose. Also,
his RPT does not assume that a manufacturer’s protocol is used for
ell charging, and thus, includes a matrix of charge conditions.
The purpose of RPT component (A) is to quantify charge and
ischarge capacity dependence on current and the associated resid-
al or unrealized capacity, and to determine how these quantities
hange over cell aging. The combined RPT components of (B + C)

ig. 5. General duty cycle concept for PD Study 2, showing the hierarchy between
D, CS, cycle-life profiles, and the complete duty cycle. As shown, the duty cycle
pproximates a 1-h one-way commute, starting at SOC0 (90% SOC), and ending as
ow as SOCmin (35% SOC).
the Maximum PHEV Battery [11]. Power levels were scaled to reflect the size and

enables impedance data to be obtained over a matrix of current
and SOC, provides data toward kinetic analyses, and yields com-
plex impedance spectra at the SOCs of interest. The pulse testing
is designed to cover a range of current that would capture condi-
tions that could serve as surrogate low-power hybrid pulse power
characterization (L-HPPC) conditions. Hence, HPPC is not explicitly
performed, but equivalent results can be derived and interpolated
from the resultant matrix of data. This simplifies the testing, plac-
ing power goal issues as an end application of the data, and not an
upfront driver for stipulating test conditions.

In addition to monthly RPTs, all cells in PD Study 2 undergo a
short standardized PPD at the end of each cycling day to gain daily
information on cell integrity, and to provide a means to detect tran-
sitions between cell aging mechanisms (which would otherwise be
crudely facilitated using a monthly RPT). Since we want the cells to
be characterized at a meaningful SOC and to be ready for the next

cycling day afterward, we perform the PPD at 90% SOC and 30 ◦C,
using 20-s C1/1 discharge and charge pulses with a rest in between.
It is assumed that daily conditions just prior to the PPD have left
the cells at a condition of ≤90% SOC. The PPD mimics what might
be performed through an “overnight diagnostics” algorithm, and is
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eant to be a spot check of cell health, not an intensive quantitative
nalysis.

. Concept of aging path dependence

An understanding of “aging path dependence” is needed to
esign experiments related thereto and to interpret test data.
ath dependence is an important factor for any batteries that will
ndergo prolonged usage in one or more applications, especially if
sage patterns change appreciably during service life. In the con-
ext of lithium-ion cells in arbitrary service (vehicle applications,
aptops, and consumer electronics), the extent of aging experienced
y a cell at a given point in its life depends on the cumulative stress
ncountered under aging conditions by the cell at that point. Path
ependence asserts that the sequence of aging conditions (as well
s the nature of conditions) has a direct influence on the rate of
ging and net aging along the timeline. Given such knowledge, an
deal scenario would be to ascertain an optimal path that would

inimize aging, while meeting performance goals, thereby max-
mizing cell life. Such an optimal path is best understood in the
ontext of reaction kinetics and thermodynamics, which collec-
ively govern the extent and rate of degradation reactions that affect
lectrochemical cells.

One way to regard aging path dependence is to consider Fig. 6,
herein an arbitrary relative performance loss (capacity loss and
ower fade) is plotted against aging time, showing four distinct

ging regions. This is an idealized plot for illustration purposes.
he reference extent of performance loss (*) is shown for the four
ging regions or periods being in the particular order they are in
ig. 6. Under a true path-dependent scenario, a random rearrange-
ent of the order of aging periods will not necessarily yield the

ig. 7. Examples of Sanyo Y characterization data useful in capturing performance lim
ischarge over a large matrix of temperature and current, (b) EIS results at 70% SOC, (c
esults at cell BOL.
Fig. 6. Generalized diagram of relative performance loss over aging time (hypo-
thetical case), illustrating four distinct periods of different aging conditions. Path
dependence asserts that a randomized rearrangement of the four conditions will
likely not reproduce the reference aging of (*) by the end of the fourth period.

identical loss of (*) at the end of the fourth period. In fact, based on
the principles of reaction kinetics that proceed from an intermedi-
ate state and related thermodynamic constraints, we should expect
the cumulative performance loss under a random rearrangement
of aging conditions to produce net aging that is different from any
other rearrangement.

4. Results and discussion

Work is progressing for PD Studies 1 and 2, which will illuminate

fundamental performance limitations, aging mechanisms, and path
dependence thereof for cells under these aging conditions. Data
analysis is underway for the huge amount of information gathered
so far during testing for PD Studies 1 and 2. In particular, pulse-
per-day impedances (charge and discharge) and monthly RPT data

itations and aging trends. Shown are (a) polarization study covering charge and
) 7-day self-discharge test results, and (d) incremental capacity analysis (ICA). All
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s being evaluated. Given below is a concise discussion of early data
ubsets. A more complete discussion and analysis will be published
n one or more follow-on papers at the conclusion of this work.

Overall, we have found the Sanyo Y 18650 cells to be an excellent
latform from which to study aging path dependence issues. These
ells are well made and BOL data showed very little cell-to-cell
ariability. So far, the rate of aging is manageable and commen-
urate with obtaining mechanistic-level information as the studies
ontinue.

Various examples of BOL cell data are given in Fig. 7, where the
ype of each analysis targets specific issues of cell performance
r characterization. This figure highlights issues of polarization
ehavior, interfacial impedance, self-discharge, and incremental
apacity (akin to differential capacity). Such data can be obtained
eriodically (RPT) and tracked over aging time, where the data
rends can be informative toward diagnostic analysis of aging

echanisms. We will perform such diagnostic analysis as the data
ets become more fully developed over time.

Of particular value is incremental capacity analysis (ICA) that
s made possible through plots like that of Fig. 7(d) that repre-
ent near-equilibrium conditions of cell cycling. This technique
s finding growing utility for analysis of aging processes in elec-
rochemical cells (e.g., [7,12–15]). Through ICA the predominant
eatures of the dQ/dV profiles are indexed over voltage at beginning-
f-life, and then tracked through successive aging periods. The
odeling approach is built upon careful analysis of changes in

ttributes of the indexed items which are due to changes in the cell
nd electrode chemistry; not based on first principles models or
mpirical models. Therefore, the ICA approach produces informa-
ion derived from mechanistic basis, which can be formulated for
ate, temperature, and other effects derived from external factors.
lso, since the incremental capacity analysis is based on voltage
nd capacity information, it provides us information with tempo-
al resolution. Two issues with post-mortem analysis is that the
nd results do not provide such temporal resolution to allow accu-
ate prediction, and results can be adversely affected by improper
ample handling of the harvested cell materials. However, post-
ortem analysis is useful and powerful as a validation tool. Lastly,

sing the incremental capacity analysis, one can investigate and
nalyze the behavior of the positive and negative electrodes sepa-
ately (this aspect shall be discussed in a separate article). Since the
ncremental capacity peaks that are associated with each electrode
an be indexed, tracing the changes in the electrode reaction on
ach electrode can be performed for analysis.
Regarding PD Study 1, Fig. 8 shows that pulsing at Pmax

enerally results in the most C1/1 capacity loss, while having
onstant-current charge pulses attenuates the rate of loss. These
re very early trends that need more maturity to provide detailed

ig. 8. C1/1 and C1/25 capacity loss data for PD Study 1, showing the effect of scenario cond
he constant-current charge scenario promotes less capacity degradation, prolonged agin
ources 196 (2011) 3395–3403 3401

information about the possible number and type of degradation
mechanisms regarding capacity and impedance. However, early
results are useful for assessing BOL trends and initial estimates of
parameters for aging models, and it seems apparent in both the C1/1
and C1/25 cases that the capacity loss mechanisms are different or
somewhat mitigated for Scenario 5 wherein we impose constant-
current charging rather than constant-power charging. Future RPTs
will reveal the number and magnitude of capacity loss mechanisms,
and typically, at least 1 year of testing is needed to provide sufficient
data for mechanistic analysis.

Regarding PD Study 2, Fig. 9 gives snapshots of PPD discharge
impedances for selected aging scenarios given in Table 2: (a) 20 ◦C
isothermal (test condition 2), (b) 40 ◦C isothermal (test condi-
tion 3), (c) mild (test condition 4), and (d) severe thermal cycling
(test condition 7). These contours are made by plotting total pulse
impedance against pulse time and cumulative test time (aging).
Total impedance for a given PPD was calculated by an Ohm’s
law analysis (R(tpulse) = �V(tpulse)/I). This figure provides three key
pieces of information: the ohmic resistance is closely approximated
by the beginning-of-pulse condition (extrapolated to zero pulse
time), the climb of impedance during the 20-s pulse, and the trend-
ing of these two quantities over the aging timeline. As such, from a
single graph we can gauge how ohmic and capacitive contributions
to impedance are tracking over cell aging for each test condition.
Although the data in Fig. 9 covers approximately 1 month of collec-
tive testing, early trends indeed indicate that impedance growth
is accelerated for cases of elevated temperature and more severe
thermal cycling. This has obvious consequences for cells that will
be in service in regions that impose wider thermal swings in daily
and seasonal use of the batteries. This result also underscores the
need for thermal management schemes that will not only cool the
batteries as needed, but also keep the batteries above a critical min-
imum temperature to avoid cycling from cold temperatures. Again,
it is imperative that these cells undergo extended testing for at
least 1 year to determine mature trending behavior within the key
metrics of capacity, impedance, and power.

Regarding fundamental analysis and modeling tools that will be
used to elucidate aging artifacts of our mature datasets, degradation
mechanisms will be analyzed using a combination of non-invasive
electrochemical techniques, including incremental capacity anal-
ysis, inference from relaxed cell voltage during rest periods, EIS
measurements, changes in kinetic performance, and other data
over successive RPTs that reflect clear aging trends. ICA can trace
the changes in the cell reactions, which in turn provide cru-

cial information of such changes for mechanism inference. The
relaxed cell voltage during rest period will provide assessment of
the state of the cell without polarization, thus we can relate the
phenomena of degradation to proper state of charge of the cell.

itions on the rate of aging relative to cell capacity. Although early indications are that
g is required to determine the relative magnitude of all degradation mechanisms.
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ig. 9. Early PPD discharge impedances for selected cells in PD Study 2 that are unde
or this 1-month period, impedance growth is greater for cases of elevated temper
erformed to obtain mature trends in cell aging.

IS measurements over cell aging will yield information regard-
ng the magnitude of interfacial impedance and ohmic resistance,

hile kinetic performance data will track fundamental parameters
elated to equilibrium processes (e.g., exchange current density).

hen proper information of the cell degradation can be quantified
or the state of the battery, the change of the degradation rate can
hen be incorporated into an advanced set of modeling tools being
eveloped within our research group to predict path dependence
n cell degradation. Some of these tools view degradation of cell
erformance in terms of the cell being a batch reactor encountering
ariable usage conditions over its life. Such sophisticated modeling
ools are approaching final development and are beyond the scope
f this paper.

As final analysis and modeling tasks are underway, a key issue
ill be the statistical quality of the data, since it is important to

now what uncertainties might undermine the data in terms of
xperimental error and manufacturing variability. We will mon-
tor data quality to determine if the deviation of key data (e.g.,
apacity fade) between various test groups is greater than the sta-

istical variance within the groups. In other words, we will establish
hether the differences seen are meaningful in terms of true path
ependence or if they have more of a basis in experimental and
easurement errors. This issue will be covered in a future publica-

ion that reports on the final outcome of this work.
g (a) 20 C isothermal, (b) 40 C isothermal, (c) mild, and (d) severe thermal cycling.
and more severe thermal cycling. Extended testing over at least 12 months will be

5. Conclusions

Through the collaboration of INL and HNEI, a set of path-
dependent studies have been initiated that focus on fundamental
factors regarding the use of lithium-ion cells in PHEV-type appli-
cations. Early performance data over test time indicates that our
test cells experience a slightly higher rate of aging at higher magni-
tude power pulses, higher temperature, and more severe thermal
cycling. These results, although somewhat intuitive, allow us to
quantify aging effects in the laboratory that have relevance to
operating conditions in electric-drive vehicles, particularly PHEVs.
However, much more data over aging is required to make sub-
stantive observations and conclusions on aging processes and path
dependence. We will continue to monitor the aging trends over
the next several months, and will perform mechanistic analyses
and modeling on mature data sets at the completion of this work
to determine the extent of path dependence of cell aging.

Thermal cycling should be considered as a standard aging con-
dition for batteries intended for vehicle applications (HEV, PHEV,

EV), and could be useful as an accelerated aging condition. There is
much yet to be learned about how a particular cell chemistry and
the physical design of a cell responds to repeated thermal cycling.
If indeed a strong correlation exists between thermal cycling and
aging rates, this will have a sobering consequence toward meeting
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attery warranties for HEV, PHEV, and EV systems, since in many
uch cases battery life was elucidated from a series of isothermal
tudies.

The immediate benefits of this work will be to provide more real-
stic and accurate life predictions by accounting for the influence
f thermal cycling effects and related path dependence on aging
echanisms, and provide a basis for improving battery develop-
ent and management. Future work can assign the test parameters

o reflect the choice of global location to target a specific region,
ountry, or city of interest. In so doing, the aging path dependence
nd battery technology limitations tied to the global location can
e quantified and used to design and optimize lithium-ion tech-
ologies for that region.
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